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INTRODUCTION 
There’s a quiet revolution going on 

in the world of note-taking 

applications. While most creators 

are obsessing over their Notion, 

Rome and Obsidian setups, a new 

class of visual note-taking apps are 

sneaking in under the radar. 

 

These next-generation tools offer 

powerful brain-enhancing features 

that make them especially 

attractive to creators who are 

looking for something more to 

nurture their ideas. 

 

By arraying your notes, ideas and 

collected content on a whiteboard-

like canvas, visual note-taking tools 

open up a world of creative 

possibilities. That’s because your 

brain is wired to think in pictures. 

One widely-cited statistic say that 

your brain processes visuals up to 

60,000 times faster than text. 

 

Our creative minds also work by 

association. Placing ideas and 

information into a visual context 

makes it easier for you to perceive 

connections between seemingly-

unrelated bits of information. Visual 

note-taking notes enable you to 

connect the dots, and see patterns, 

implications and trends within your 

information quite easily. 

 

In addition, a visual canvas also can 

help you capture more of your 

thinking. One topic or idea suggests 

another, which suggests three more, 

and so forth. You can easily capture 

all of these new thoughts and ideas, 

with little or no friction, within an 

infinite workspace.  

 

Some of your most valuable ideas lie 

at the periphery of your thinking. 

These tools help you dig deeper to 

mine more idea gold from your 

marvelous brain. 

 

This new report is the ultimate guide 

to this new class of tools. I hope you 

find it valuable! 
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7 advantages of visual note-taking tools 

These are powers that traditional note-taking tools don’t support or 

minimally address. They’re what make these new tools so special! 

Creative rocket fuel 

Visual note-taking tools unleash a large amount of creative energy 

that traditional note-taking tools only scratch the surface of.  



7 valuable use cases for visual 

note-taking tools 

All of the applications described in 

this report have one important thing 

in common: They utilize a canvas 

interface that enables you to 

capture nearly any kind of content 

with a minimum of friction and then 

organize, distill and share it in ways 

that make the most sense to you. 

 

Where text-based note-taking tools 

start to feel one-dimensional and 

linear after a while, visual note-

taking tools give users a feeling of 

freedom. They’re also more likely to 

spark serendipitous connections, 

making them a favorite of creatives of 

all stripes. 

 

Here are seven applications that 

visual note-taking tools empower: 

 

Outlining/writing/content creation 

 

Content of any kind - a blog post, a 

video, infographic or ebook - is a 

combination of ideas and elements, 

arranged to tell a story, teach a 

process or inspire a feeling. 

 

To create a cohesive piece of content, 
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the writer needs to organize his 

or her thoughts. These tools 

provide a flexible canvas where 

you can do so, quickly and 

easily.  

 

Arranging the “atoms” of your 

content visually makes it easy to 

see what’s missing, what needs  

to be clarified and what’s 

extraneous and can be removed. 

 

Research 

 

Conducting research is often a 

messy process. You gather bits 

and pieces of information, 

knowledge and ideas from 

numerous sources and try to 

analyze it all in one place. For 

many people, that’s a Word or 

Google document. But that 

quickly becomes unworkable as 

the number of pages and bits of 

information expands. 

 

The open canvas of a visual note-

taking tool is perfect for capturing 

the flotsam and jetsam of 

research. They make it easy to 

collect a myriad of information 

without having to worry about 

how to organize it. You can move 

it into logical groupings later. 
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Swipe file 

 

Creative people, such as writers, 

copywriters and designers, find 

great value in creating a swipe file 

to hold the bits and pieces of ideas 

that inspire them. 

 

The idea is to build a collection of 

inspiring objects you think may be 

useful or intriguing in some way. 

When you need inspiration, you can 

use your swipe file as a source of 

relevant stimuli. 

Visual note-taking tools make it 

possible to create multiple swipe 

files around different topics. They 

can also contain a variety of media, 

organized in collections that are 

most useful to you. 

 

Second brain 

 

A “second brain” is an externalized, 

digital collection of ideas, notes, 

knowledge and insights—a personal 

knowledge base. 
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Visual thinking tools are especially 

valuable in this role because they 

enable serendipity more easily than 

traditional text-based note-taking 

tools do. Their flexible canvas 

makes it easier to view ideas side-

by-side and make connections 

between them - a key aspect of 

nurturing your thoughts. 

 

Idea repository 

 

Smart people are obsessive about 

capturing their ideas, any time, 

anywhere. They know that ideas are 

fleeting, mysterious creatures. They 

tend to disappear as quickly as they 

appear.  

 

So they maintain a database of 

ideas that they can use to capture 

their latest insights and inspirations 

in tangible form. 

 

An idea repository is a growing 

collection of personal ideas. Visual 

note-taking tools make it easy to 

capture whatever inspires you, and 

then arrange and rearrange it as 

needed. 

 

Planning 

 

Whether you’re doing business 

planning, creating a marketing plan 

or mapping out your firm’s strategy, 

visual note-taking tools provide a 

flexible canvas on which you can 

capture, nurture and organize your 

thinking and any even show your 

thinking process. 

 

Moodboard/creative concepting 

 

Professional creatives know that 

there are very few new-to-the-world 

ideas. Most new ideas are inspired 

by what has come before. That’s 

why they gather inspiring visuals 

into a display called a moodboard. 

Often, the keywords and 

associations contained in the 

images arrayed in front of them will 

spur new ideas. 

 

Visual note-taking tools are perfect 

for creating moodboards. Because 

they employ an unlimited visual 

canvas and support images, videos 

and text-based notes, these tools 

make it easy to collect and organize 

a variety of elements that may be 

relevant to the creative project 

you’re working on. 
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The digital note-taking space is 

growing like crazy, It seems like new 

apps are being launched every 

week. It’s hard to keep up! 

 

When I created this report as a 

follow-up to my popular Medium 

article, The Future of Note-Taking is 

Visual, I was faced with a dilemma: 

How to focus its content in a 

meaningful way? 

 

I quickly realized I needed to limit 

its content to those tools that are 

purpose-built to help creators and 

entrepreneurs to capture, nurture 

and share their ideas—not those 

that are designed primarily for 

knowledge management or for 

creating enhanced documents.  

 

Therefore, it doesn’t cover tools like 

Infinity Maps and Craft. I’m more 

interested in highlighting those that 

support and enhance the creative 

process.

Here are the criteria I used to 

focus the apps profiled in this 

report: 

 

1. They employ a whiteboard-like 

canvas interface, which enables 

ideas and elements to be 

arranged with complete freedom. 

2. They enable you to see multiple 

ideas in relationship to each 

other, increasing serendipity. 

3. They enable you to think laterally, 

spreading your ideas out in all 

directions. 

4. They support emergent thinking. 

This school of thought says that 

you should not force your ideas 

into a predetermined structure 

too early. Rather, the ideas 

should suggest their own 

structure, which should emerge 

gradually. 

5. They are designed to maximize 

your “A-ha!” moments in ways 

that linear note-taking tools just 

can’t make possible. 

 

Criteria for selection 

https://chuckfrey.medium.com/the-future-of-note-taking-is-visual-d3b6c81bb713
https://chuckfrey.medium.com/the-future-of-note-taking-is-visual-d3b6c81bb713


XTILES 

Summary: In xTiles, a “tile” is the 

building block of your ideas, a con-

tainer that can hold text, images, 

video and more. Tiles can be moved 

around the workspace, so you can 

organize your projects. Tabs are an-

other way to organize your work. 

 

Notable features: Cards can be col-

lapsed or expanded into a “deep  

dive” view. Sub-pages enable you to 

nest information, so you can cap-

ture deep information and keep it 

all organized. xTiles offers a mobile 

app and a Chrome extension so you 

can add information to your work-

spaces any time, anywhere. 

Developer resources: 

• xTiles website 

• Twitter 

• YouTube tutorial series 

• xTiles Medium page 

 

Additional articles/reviews: 

• Simplicity, Visualization, Consen-

sus: xTiles Unveils its Core Values 

• 3 Features You Will Love xTiles For 

• xTiles Helps You Do these Tasks 

Faster 

• xTiles app review - the productivity 

lovechild of Notion and Miro? 

(video) ) 

• Capture the big picture with Maks 

Kuchur, founder of xTiles 

(FREE) 

https://xtiles.app/en
https://mobile.twitter.com/xtileshq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztjxPy2QWM4&list=PLWe58n3jKr6ls2hEqom2odwUJlybHdPSi
https://medium.com/xtiles
https://medium.com/xtiles/simplicity-visualization-consensus-xtiles-unveils-its-core-values-616d58e2c7b8
https://medium.com/xtiles/simplicity-visualization-consensus-xtiles-unveils-its-core-values-616d58e2c7b8
https://medium.com/xtiles/three-features-you-will-love-xtiles-for-cd5969b4e371
https://medium.com/xtiles/xtiles-helps-you-do-these-tasks-faster-e190f5e3825d
https://medium.com/xtiles/xtiles-helps-you-do-these-tasks-faster-e190f5e3825d
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vegpj1k76HY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vegpj1k76HY
https://nesslabs.com/xtiles-featured-tool
https://nesslabs.com/xtiles-featured-tool
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SCRINTAL 

Summary: Scrintal is a remarkable 

personal knowledge management 

tool that combines the power of 

mind mapping with networked note-

taking. It’s ideal for researchers, 

writers and anyone who needs to 

manage projects or knowledge  

visually.  

 

It supports block editing, a popular 

feature of the leading note-taking 

tools, flexible linking and tagging 

and the ability to “extract” rich me-

dia from the note that contains it.  

 

Notable features: It’s easy to add 

media to your note, including an im-

age, PDF, video link and more. You 

can also copy and paste tweets. In-

to your Scrintal workspace  

Developer resources: 

• Scrintal website 

• Twitter 

• Medium blog 

• YouTube 

 

Additional articles/reviews: 

• Read my review of it here 

• Using Scrintal For My Ship30for30 

Essays 

• Why Scrintal App is Beyond Mind 

Mapping in Your PKM 

• How Does Clear Visualization Help 

Your Brain Connect Ideas? 

(FREE) 

https://www.scrintal.com/
https://twitter.com/Scrintal
https://blog.scrintal.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_kWdAaCduGhmQ4AhTPcROg
https://mindmappingsoftwareblog.com/scrintal-review/
https://blog.scrintal.com/using-scrintal-for-my-ship30for30-essays-8a21c68bb58
https://blog.scrintal.com/using-scrintal-for-my-ship30for30-essays-8a21c68bb58
https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/why-scrintal-app-is-beyond-mind-mapping-in-your-pkm-500763f158fe
https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/why-scrintal-app-is-beyond-mind-mapping-in-your-pkm-500763f158fe
https://medium.com/scrintal/how-does-clear-visualization-help-your-brain-connect-ideas-1469a148b5ed
https://medium.com/scrintal/how-does-clear-visualization-help-your-brain-connect-ideas-1469a148b5ed


NAPKIN 

Summary: Napkin enables you to 

place notes within a simple visual 

canvas. It also adds AI to the mix, 

suggesting connections between 

notes. This takes visual serendipity 

to whole new level! Ideas can be 

manually or automatically tagged 

for future retrieval. Related ideas 

are displayed in a “swarm” or crowd 

of notes surrounding your currently-

selected note. 

 

Notable feature: AI surfaces related 

notes, giving you super-serendipity 

powers. A capture app makes it 

easy to painlessly gather inspira-

tions from multiple sources. 

Developer resources: 

• Napkin website 

• Twitter page 

• YouTube channel 

• Napkin Community 

 

Additional articles/reviews: 

• My interview with Napkin’s co-

founder 

• Napkin: A note app like our 

memory? 

• A Napkin for your ideas 

(WonderTools review)  

• Use Napkin to write faster, better 

blogs  

• How to outline an article in Napkin 

(FREE) 

https://www.napkin.one/
https://twitter.com/napkin_ideas
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCa65QbpM7FTmB_eOCYNvjMw
https://community.napkin.one/
https://mindmappingsoftwareblog.com/napkin-interview/
https://mindmappingsoftwareblog.com/napkin-interview/
https://medium.com/my-learning-journal/napkin-a-note-app-like-our-memory-6aee0dcc6368
https://medium.com/my-learning-journal/napkin-a-note-app-like-our-memory-6aee0dcc6368
https://wondertools.substack.com/p/napkin
https://medium.com/new-writers-welcome/use-napkin-to-write-faster-better-blogs-fa373bf3698e
https://medium.com/new-writers-welcome/use-napkin-to-write-faster-better-blogs-fa373bf3698e
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXZm5Kddu-g


MILANOTE 

Summary: Picture a cross between 

a digital note-taking tool, a mind 

mapping application and a digital 

moodboard. That’s what Milanote 

offers. The application gives you ac-

cess to hundreds of templates — 

everything from brainstorming and 

and mind maps to creative briefs 

and project plans. Or you can start 

out with a blank workspace and fol-

low your own path. 

 

Notable feature: Milanote provides 

users with a really positive first ex-

perience. As soon as you hover over 

a toolbar icon, a helpful pop-up 

tooltip explains what to do next. A 

Chrome browser web clipper ena-

bles you to save images from the 

web in a single click. In addition to 

text and images, you can also add 

links, files and tasks to your Milanote 

workspace. Lost? Simply click the for-

ward slash key on your keyboard and 

a “cheat sheet” pops up with a brief 

summary of how to accomplish the 

most common tasks in Milanote. 

. 

Developer resources: 

• Milanote website  

• Twitter page 

 

Additional articles/reviews: 

• Read my review of Milanote 

• Milanote for Creative Organization 

• Organize your creative ideas 

• The Best New Creative Tool in my 

Tech Toolkit is Milanote 

(FREE) 

https://milanote.com/
https://twitter.com/milanoteapp
https://mindmappingsoftwareblog.com/milanote-review/
https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/milanote-for-creative-organization-7c5d4c18a968
https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/milanote-organize-your-creative-ideas-e71da33435cc
https://medium.com/tech-savvy-creatives/best-new-creative-tool-in-my-tech-toolkit-is-milanote-5ac4d12bc543
https://medium.com/tech-savvy-creatives/best-new-creative-tool-in-my-tech-toolkit-is-milanote-5ac4d12bc543


COPPICE 

Summary: Coppice combines the 

best elements of note-taking appli-

cations with the ability to link pages 

together — like a visual wiki or a 

mind map on steroids. Pages ena-

ble you to add rich content. Like a 

wiki, you can link pages together. 

And your thoughts can be connect-

ed to each other, like in a mind map 

or diagram. 

 

Notable feature: The concept of 

pages enables multiple views of the 

same content. A page can exist on 

any number of canvases in Coppice, 

and updating it in one place will up-

date it everywhere. With automatic 

page linking. Coppice looks for page 

titles in the content of your pages. As 

you type into a text page, the applica-

tion will see if what you typed 

matched up to any page’s title, and 

create a link to that page automatical-

ly. 

. 

Developer resources: 

• Coppice website 

• YouTube channel 

 

Additional articles/reviews: 

• Read my interview with the devel-

oper of Coppice 

(FREE) 

https://coppiceapp.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj33jBsBJ5SpkcNxyW9AsuQ
https://mindmappingsoftwareblog.com/coppice-app-interview/
https://mindmappingsoftwareblog.com/coppice-app-interview/


CLOVER 

Summary: This application offers a 

canvas that supports text, shapes, 

images and sketching, plus a “daily 

notes” area for capturing longer, 

text-based inspirations. It also ena-

bles linking between pages and a 

“quick notes” tool that enables you 

to capture ideas fast. Daily pages 

help you stay organized, with a com-

bination of a calendar, tasks and 

notes. 

 

Notable feature: Within Clover, a 

surface is a multimedia canvas 

where you can work with others to 

create visual designs using a variety 

of media, including imported imag-

es, text, shapes and sketches. The 

pro version supports labels, which are 

similar to tags. They help you to keep 

the content in your personal 

knowledge base organized. 

. 

Developer resources: 

• Clover website 

• Twitter 

 

Additional articles/reviews: 

• Make your ideas a reality with  

• Clover (video interview) 

• Beginner's Guide to Clover: Getting 

Started (video) 

• Clover Made Simple -  a free 

course(video) 

(FREE) 

https://cloverapp.co/
https://twitter.com/cloverappco
https://www.paperlessmovement.com/blog/turn-your-ideas-into-reality-with-clover/
https://www.paperlessmovement.com/blog/turn-your-ideas-into-reality-with-clover/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Y289G8Ohy4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Y289G8Ohy4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCe-ukzzxP8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCe-ukzzxP8


WALLING 

Summary: This app mixes project 

management with productivity, us-

ing a rich, flexible visual canvas. 

Walls, Sections, and Bricks provide 

a hierarchy of ideas, connections, 

and plotting. A wall can contain 

many different types of content. You 

can add sections to help organize it. 

 

Sections are divided into bricks. 

Each is a mini-document that can 

contain images, videos, checklists, 

bulleted lists, documents and links 

that are relevant to your project. 

 

Notable features: The Daily Desk is 

ideal for those spontaneous ideas 

or inspirations you want to investi-

gate and develop later. Using the 

navigation arrows beside the date, 

you can access all your ideas. Walling 

enables you to export your walls as 

markdown, PDF or HTML. 

. 

Developer resources: 

• Walling website  

• Twitter  

 

Additional articles/reviews: 

• Walling quick review by the Keep 

Productive blog 

• Walling Review - Is this the next No-

tion or Google Keep? (video) 

• 6 Features of the Walling App to 

Visually Arrange Tasks 

• How to Visually Organize Ideas and 

Share Them With Your Team Using 

the Walling App (video) 

(FREE) 

https://walling.app/
https://twitter.com/wallingapp
https://www.keepproductive.com/blog/walling-quick-review
https://www.keepproductive.com/blog/walling-quick-review
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbaVc_O7Va0&t=174s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbaVc_O7Va0&t=174s
https://www.makeuseof.com/features-walling-app-visually-arrange-tasks/
https://www.makeuseof.com/features-walling-app-visually-arrange-tasks/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KGGpDA12k0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KGGpDA12k0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KGGpDA12k0


CAPACITIES 

Summary: Capacities aims to make 

the process of associating your 

thoughts easier and more intuitive. 

Every single element that you've 

added can be linked and embedded 

in any other note. Capacities also 

offers a visual overview that makes 

it easy to see and explore the con-

text of your notes. It automatically 

organizes and structures all your 

content into collections. 

 

Notable features: Use the chrono-

logical overview to go back in time 

and review what you've created.  

Capacities enables you to save 

tweets and threads from Twitter. In 

another unique twist, it allows you 

to create notes based on people, 

book summaries, or questions. Each 

content type in Capacities has its own 

unique set of custom properties, 

which enables you to personalize it 

more to your needs. If you have 

unique needs, you can create a cus-

tom content type. 

. 

Developer resources: 

• Capacities website  

• Blog 

• Twitter 

• YouTube  

 

Additional articles/reviews: 

• Create a network of thoughts with 

Capacities (Ness Labs interview) 

(FREE) 

https://capacities.io/
https://capacities.io/blog
https://twitter.com/capacitiesHQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLqpKLWf9hmmh07z9U1cNIg
https://nesslabs.com/capacities-featured-tool
https://nesslabs.com/capacities-featured-tool


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

The productivity tools space is in the midst of a global arms race, as scrappy 

startups with unique ideas fight for attention against larger, more established 

players.  

 

The world of digital note-taking tools began humbly enough with Evernote over 

10 years ago. Based upon its meteoric success, the next wave of note-taking 

tools, which includes Notion, Obsidian and Roam Research, have been fighting 

for dominance during the last several years. Visual note-taking tools are the lat-

est wave of apps that are poised to innovate this fast-growing space. 

 

How can you keep all of these tools straight and determine which ones are 

best for you? Here are the sources I trust: 

 

• The Keep Productive YouTube channel 

• Ness Labs’ Tools for Thought series 

• WonderTools 

 

Questions? 
 

Contact me at chuck@chuckfrey.com. 

(FREE) 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYyaQsm2HyneP9CsIOdihBw
https://nesslabs.com/topic/tools
https://wondertools.substack.com/
mailto:chuck@chuckfrey.com?subject=Visual%20Note-Taking%20Tools%20Question
https://mindmappingsoftwareblog.com/newsletter/

